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This map booklet to the Tour du Mont Blanc contains detailed mapping for
walking this classic circuit in either direction. A well-signed but demanding
105 mile (170km) hut-to-hut trek, the Tour du Mont Blanc is a spectacular
introduction to high-level mountain trekking for walkers with good levels of
fitness.

The full route is shown on 1:25,000 IGN maps
Map booklet can be used to walk the path in either direction
Route summary tables, trek planning resources and accommodation
listings help you to plan your TMB
Includes variant routes over optional passes or via lower level terrain in
case of bad weather
TMB circuit passes Courmayeur, Les Contamines, Les Houches and
Champex, and near to Chamonix
Conveniently sized for slipping into a jacket pocket or top of a rucksack
An accompanying Cicerone guidebook - Trekking the Tour du Mont
Blanc - is available separately

About the author
A collaborative effort between Kev Reynolds and Jonathan and Lesley
Williams who – following Kev’s death in December 2021 – updated and
refreshed the route details, planning resources and maps based on
research trips in 2022 and 2023. Jonathan and Lesley are retiring from
being Cicerone’s publisher and marketing director (respectively), so have
few excuses for not spending days in the hills.
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